
THE CATEGORY OF COLOMBEAU ALGEBRAS

LORENZO LUPERI BAGLINI AND PAOLO GIORDANO

Abstract. Since the beginning of Colombeau's the theory of algebras of gen-
eralized functions, the role of its characteristic polynomial growth versus a
more general condition has been explored. Recently, we introduced the notion
of asymptotic gauge (AG), and we used it to study Colombeau AG-algebras.
This construction concurrently generalizes many di�erent algebras used in
Colombeau's theory and, at the same time, allows for more general growth
scales. In this paper, we study the categorical properties of Colombeau AG-
algebras with respect to the choice of the AG. The main aim of the paper is
to study suitable functors to relate di�erential equations framed in algebras
having di�erent growth scales.

1. Introduction

Colombeau algebras are algebras of generalized functions introduced by J.F. Co-
lombeau in the early 1980's in order to rigorously de�ne multiplication and other
nonlinear operations on Schwartz distributions, see [1, 2, 3, 5]. Containing the
space of Schwartz distributions as a linear subspace and the algebra of smooth
functions as a subalgebra, they permit to bypass the Schwartz impossibility result.
This impossibility result, see [20], states that whenever the space D1pΩq of (real
valued) distributions on the open set Ω Ď Rn is embedded into an associative dif-
ferential algebra GpΩq, the latter cannot at the same time extend the distributional
derivatives and the pointwise product of continuous functions. In particular, if T Rn
is the usual Euclidean topology on Rn, Colombeau's construction resulted in the
following remarkable properties:

(a) Ω P pT Rnqop ÞÑ GpΩq is a presheaf of commutative and associative di�erential
algebras with respect to suitable derivations BαΩ : GpΩq ÝÑ GpΩq for all α P Nn.

(b) The set of generalized scalars rR “ tf P GpRq | BαRf “ 0 @αu is a non-
Archimedean ring (with zero divisors).

(c) The embedding ιΩ : D1 ÝÑ G is a natural transformation between sheaves of
real vector spaces.

(d) The derivations are compatible, i.e. if Dα
Ω : D1pΩq ÝÑ D1pΩq is the usual

α-derivation of distributions, then BαΩ pιΩpT qq “ ιΩ pD
α
ΩpT qq for all T P D1pΩq.

(e) Let SΩ : C8pΩq ÝÑ D1pΩq, xSΩpfq, ϕy :“
ş

Ω
fϕ, be the usual Schwartz em-

bedding of smooth functions. Then ιΩ rSΩpC8pΩqs is a di�erential subring
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of GpΩq and is naturally isomorphic to C8pΩq. This natural identi�cation
C8pΩq “ ιΩ rSΩpC8pΩqs Ď GpΩq can also be understood as a suitable univer-
sal property.

Since Colombeau's original construction, many other di�erential algebras satisfying
properties (a) - (e) have been constructed by Colombeau himself and other authors,
see e.g. [10, 11, 3, 5]. We also recall that every algebra of Colombeau's type has
a non-standard counterpart (see e.g. [17, 24, 23]). In particular, the non-standard

algebra of asymptotic functions Ĝ, besides satis�ng properties (a) - (e), presents
better formal properties: its de�nition involves a reduced number of quanti�ers, the

ring rR is a real closed Cantor complete �eld, the �eld of complex generalized scalars
rC “ rRp

?
´1q is algebraically closed, and a Hahn-Banach extension principle holds,

see e.g. [23]. For the analogue of rR in non-standard analysis (NSA), see [19, 16, 23].
The relevance of properties (a) - (e) can also be highlighted by mentioning that

they are included in the axiomatic approach of [21, 22].
Due to its relative simplicity, the most studied Colombeau-like algebra is surely

the special one, which is the quotient algebra GspΩq :“ EM pΩq{N spΩq, where1

EM pΩq :“ tpuεq P C8pΩqp0,1s | @K Ť Ω@α P Nn DN P N : sup
xPK

|Bαuεpxq| “ Opε´N qu

N spΩq :“ tpuεq P C8pΩqp0,1s | @K Ť Ω@α P Nn @m P N : sup
xPK

|Bαuεpxq| “ Opεmqu.

(1.1)

Although Colombeau algebras were essentially introduced to �nd solutions of
nonlinear di�erential equations which are not solvable in classical spaces of distri-

butions, it is well known that trivial rR-linear ODEs remain not solvable also in
these algebras, like e.g.

#

x1ptq “ rε´1s ¨ xptq;

xp0q “ 1,
(1.2)

(see also [5, 12]). A step towards the analysis of these problems is the generalization
of the role of the in�nite nets pε´nq P Rp0,1s, n P N, appearing in the de�nition of
Colombeau algebras, see (1.1). An understanding of the role of the nets pε´nq P
Rp0,1s has already been realized through the notions of asymptotic scales, pC, E ,Pq-
algebras, pM,N , VPq-algebras, exponent weights and asymptotic gauges, see [12,
6, 9, 8, 7, 14, 15] and references therein.

In particular, if one considers the usual sheaf of smooth functions C8p´q, Co-
lombeau AG-algebras are among the simplest and most general approaches (only
[14] is actually more general). In fact, Colombeau AG-algebras include in the same
abstract framework all known Colombeau-like algebras, like the special one Gs, the
full one Ge, [5], the NSA based algebra of asymptotic functions Ĝ, [23], the di�eo-

morphism invariant algebras Gd, G2 and Ĝ, [5], the Egorov algebra, [10, 11, 25],
and the algebra of non-standard smooth functions ˚C8pΩq, [18, 4]; see [13, 12] and
below. The simplicity of the approach with AGs lies, for all the algebras mentioned
above, in the use of the simple logical structure of quanti�ers that characterizes the
special algebra Gs. In order to establish a conceptual knowledge of this multiplic-
ity of di�erential algebras, the abstract framework of Colombeau AG-algebras is

1In the naturals N “ t0, 1, 2, 3 . . .u we include zero.
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therefore a step towards the understanding of the core properties of Colombeau's
construction.

Considering di�erent scales instead of the polynomial one Bpol :“ tpε´nq | n P Nu
occurring in (1.1), we can e.g. take

Bexp :“
!´

en{ε
¯

| n P N
)

or Bexp2 :“
!´

ee
n{ε

¯

| n P N
)

to obtain two di�erent Colombeau AG-algebras GspΩ,Bexpq and GspΩ,Bexp2q. In
both these algebras, we can solve the ODE (1.2), which is not solvable in the
classical special algebra GspΩq “ GspΩ,Bpolq. But these solutions x1 P GspΩ,Bexpq

and x2 P GspΩ,Bexp2q of (1.2) belong to di�erent quotient algebras, and it is hence
natural to investigate how to relate them. The best way to solve this kind of
problems is to study the categorical properties of Colombeau AG-algebras GspΩ,Bq
with respect to a change of the AG B. In fact, the right concept of morphism of AGs
permits to connect GspΩ,Bexpq and GspΩ,Bexp2q using the functorial properties of
GspΩ,´q. We shall frequently use (1.2) as a paradigmatic motivation, even if the
solution of this trivial ODE is not one of the aim of the present paper. For the

solution and uniqueness of all rR-linear ODE in a minimal Colombeau AG-algebra,
see [12].
In the context of AGs, it is therefore natural to set the following questions as main
motivations of the present paper:

‚ Is the construction of the Colombeau algebra GpΩ,Bq functorial with respect to
the AG B? Is this construction functorial with respect to the open set Ω?

‚ When can we consider two AGs as isomorphic? For instance, we will show that
the AG of polynomial growth Bpol is isomorphic to the AG of exponential growth
Bexp. This isomorphism holds in spite of the fact that using the latter we can
solve ODE which are not solvable with the former, see Sec. 7.

‚ How to relate the solutions of di�erential equations framed in a given Colombeau
AG-algebra to those framed into another one?

‚ Colombeau theory can be more clearly summarized by saying that it permits to
de�ne a di�erential algebra together with an embedding of Schwartz's distribu-
tions. This embedding can be intrinsic, or di�eomorphism invariant, or it can
be chosen in order to have properties like Hp0q “ 1

2 , where H is the Heaviside's
step function. Can we de�ne a general category of Colombeau algebras having as
objects triples pG, B, ιq made of an algebra G, a family of derivations B and an
embedding of distributions ι? Can we see Gs as a suitable functor with values in
this category? What is the domain of this functor?

‚ Similarly to the axiomatic approach of [21, 22], in de�ning this category of
Colombeau algebras, we need to focus on peculiar properties of Colombeau-like
algebras. This approach represents another way to establish a certain order of
importance in the properties satis�ed by all algebras of Colombeau type.

In the present work, we answer these questions using basic category theory and the
abstract language of AGs as a unifying framework. In this way, we are going to solve
these problems for each one of the aforementioned Colombeau-like algebras. The
paper assumes a certain knowledge of Colombeau theory, even if it is completely
self-contained concerning concepts related to AGs.
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2. Sets of Indices

2.1. Basic de�nitions. In [13], the general notion of sets of indices has been
introduced. For reader's convenience, in this section we recall the notations and
notions from [13] that we will use in the present work. For all the proofs, we refer
to [13].

De�nition 1. We say that I “ pI,ď, Iq is a set of indices if the following conditions
hold:

(i) pI,ďq is a pre-ordered set, i.e., I is a non empty set with a re�exive and
transitive relation ď ;

(ii) I is a set of subsets of I such that H R I and I P I;
(iii) @A,B P I DC P I : C Ď AXB.

For all e P I, set pH, es :“ tε P I | ε ď eu. As usual, we say ε ă e if ε ď e and ε ‰ e.
Using these notations, we state the last condition in the de�nition of set of indices:

(iv) If e ď a P A P I , the set Aďe :“ pH, es XA is downward directed by ă , i.e.,
it is non empty and @b, c P Aďe Dd P Aďe : d ă b, d ă c.

The following are examples of sets of indices.

Example 2.

(i) Let Is :“ p0, 1s Ď R, let ď be the usual order relation on R, and let Is :“
tp0, ε0s | ε0 P Iu. Following [13], we denote by Is :“ pIs,ď, Isq this set of
indices.

(ii) If ϕ P DpRnq, r P Rą0 and x P Rn, we use the symbol r d ϕ to denote the
function x P Rn ÞÑ 1

rn ¨ ϕ
`

x
r

˘

P R, see [13]. With the usual notations of [5],
we de�ne Ie :“ A0, Ie :“ tAq | q P Nu, and for ε, e P Ie, we set ε ď e i�
there exists r P Rą0 such that r ď 1 and ε “ r d e. Then Ie :“ pIe,ď, Ieq is
a set of indices used in this framework to unify and simplify the full algebra
Ge (see [13, Sec. 3]).

(iii) Let IE :“ N with the inverse À of the usual order notion on N (namely,
m À n i� m ě n), and let IE be the Fréchet �lter of co�nite sets. The
set of indices IE :“ pIE,À, IEq is used by [10, 11] to introduce the so-called
Egorov algebra. The analogue in NSA is I˚ :“ pN,À, I˚q, where I˚ is a free
ultra�lter that contains IE. The set of indices I˚ is used to de�ne the algebra
of non-standard smooth functions ˚C8pΩq, see [18].

(iv) For every ϕ P A0, let us call order of ϕ the natural number

opϕq :“ min tn P N | ϕ P AnzAn`1u

and, for every ϕ, ψ P A0, set

ϕ À ψ i� opϕq ă opψq orϕ ď ψ in Ie.

We have that rIe “ pA0,À, tAq | q P Nuq is a downward directed set of indices
that can be used to try a simpli�cation of the full algebra Ge. See Sec. 3.1
for the nicer properties that downward directed sets have with respect to the
notions we are going to introduce.

Henceforward, functions of the type f : I ÝÑ R are called nets, and for their
evaluation we both use the notations fε or fpεq, the latter in case the subscript
notation were too cumbersome. When the domain I is clear, we use also the
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notation f “ pfεq for the whole net. Analogous notations will be used for nets of
smooth functions u “ puεq P C8pΩqI .

In each set of indices, we can de�ne two notions of big-O for nets of real numbers.
These two big-Os share the same (usual) properties of the classical one as preorders
and concerning algebraic operations (see [13, Thm. 2.8, Thm. 2.14]). Since each
set of the form Aďe “ pH, es XA is downward directed, the �rst big-O is the usual
one:

De�nition 3. Let I “ pI,ď, Iq be a set of indices. Let a P A P I and let pxεq,
pyεq P RI be two nets of real numbers de�ned in I. We write

xε “ Oa,Apyεq as ε P I (2.1)

if
DH P Rą0 Dε0 P Aďa @ε P Aďε0 : |xε| ď H ¨ |yε|. (2.2)

The second notion of big-O is the following:

De�nition 4. Let I “ pI,ď Iq be a set of indices. Let J Ď I be a non empty
subset of I such that

@A,B P J DC P J : C Ď AXB. (2.3)

Finally, let pxεq, pyεq P RI be nets of real numbers. Then we say

xε “ OJ pyεq as ε P I
if

DA P J @a P A : xε “ Oa,Apyεq.

We simply write xε “ Opyεq (as ε P I) when J “ I, i.e. to denote xε “ OIpyεq.

For example, in the case of the set of indices Ie used for the full algebra, we have
xε “ Opyεq as ε P Ie if and only if Dq P N@ϕ P Aq : xpε d ϕq “ O rypεd ϕqs as
εÑ 0`, where the latter big-O is the classical one, see [13, Thm. 3.2]. We can hence
recognise an important part of the usual de�nition of moderate and negligible nets
for the full algebra Ge. The abstract approach we use in this paper can be easily
understood by interpreting I in the simplest case Is of the special algebra and in
the case Ie of the full algebra. In the former, any formula of the form DA P I @a P A
becomes Dε0 P p0, 1s @ε P p0, ε0s. In the latter it becomes Dq P N@ϕ P Aq.

In every set of indices we can formalize the notion of for ε su�ciently small as
follows.

De�nition 5. Let I “ pI,ď, Iq be a set of indices. Let a P A P I and Pp´q be a
property, then we say

@Iε P Aďa : Ppεq,
and we read it for ε su�ciently small in Aďa the property Ppεq holds, if

De P Aďa @ε P Aďe : Ppεq. (2.4)

Note that, by condition (iv) of Def. 1, it follows that Aďe ‰ H, so that (2.4) is
equivalent to

De ď a@ε P Aďe : Ppεq.
Moreover, we say that

@Iε : Ppεq,
and we read it for ε su�ciently small in I the property Ppεq holds, if DA P I @a P
A@Iε P Aďa : Ppεq.
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Using this notion, we can de�ne an order relation for nets.

De�nition 6. Let I “ pI,ď, Iq be a set of indices, and i, j : I ÝÑ R be nets. Then
we say i ąI j if

@Iε : iε ą jε.

Finally, we recall the notion of limit of a net of real numbers:

De�nition 7. Let I “ pI,ď, Iq be a set of indices, f : I ÝÑ R a map, and
l P RY t`8,´8u. Then we say that l is the limit of f in I if

DA P I @a P A : l “ lim
εďa

f |Apεq, (2.5)

where the limit (2.5) is taken in the downward directed set pH, as “ Iďa.

Let us observe that if l “ limεďa f |Apεq andB Ď A, B P I, then l “ limεďa f |Bpεq;
moreover, there exists at most one l verifying (2.5).

3. The Category Ind

We start by de�ning the notion of morphism between two sets of indices. This
is also a natural step to de�ne the concept of morphism of asymptotic gauges. A
natural property to expect from a morphism f : I1 ÝÑ I2 between sets of indices
I1, I2 is the preservation of the notion of �eventually� for properties P, i.e. that
@I1ε1 Ppε1q implies @I2ε2 Ppfpε2qq. Let us note that we start from a property Ppε1q,
for ε1 P I1, and we want to arrive at a property Ppfpε2qq, for ε2 P I2.

De�nition 8. Let Ik “ pIk,ďk, Ikq be sets of indices for k “ 1, 2. Let a P A P
I1, b P B P I2. Then we say that f : Aďa ÝÑ Bďb is in�nitesimal if

(i) f : I2 ÝÑ I1;
(ii) @α P Aďa @

I2ε2 P Bďb : fpε2q P Aďα.

Moreover, we say that f : I1 ÝÑ I2 is a morphism of sets of indices if

@A P I1 @a P A DB P I2 @b P B : f : Aďa ÝÑ Bďb is in�nitesimal.

Therefore, a morphism f : I1 ÝÑ I2 is a map in the opposite direction f : I2 ÝÑ I1
between the underlying sets. Only in this way we have that the map f preserves
the asymptotic relations that hold in I1, see Cor. 13 for a list of examples.

Example 9.

(i) For every set of indices I “ pI,ď, Iq if 1I : I ÝÑ I is the identity function
then 1I : I ÝÑ I is a morphism.

(ii) Let f : p0, 1s ÝÑ p0, 1s be a map, then f : Is ÝÑ Is is a morphism if and only
if @ε P p0, 1s Dδ P p0, 1s : f pp0, δsq Ď p0, εs, i.e. if and only if limεÑ0` fpεq “ 0.

(iii) For the set of indices Ie of the full algebra, we recall that pAqqďϕ “ pH, ϕs

and ϕ :“ min tdiampsuppϕq, 1u. If f : Ie ÝÑ Ie is a map, then we have
that f : pH, ϕs ÝÑ pH, ψs is in�nitesimal if and only if @ε P p0, 1s Dδ P
p0, 1s : f ptr d ψ | r P p0, δsuq Ď tr d ϕ | r P p0, εsu. Therefore, this implies

that limεÑ0` fpεd ψq “ 0. If we denote by fpεdψq
ϕ the unique r P p0, 1s

such that fpε d ψq “ r d ϕ (in case it exists), then f : pH, ϕs ÝÑ pH, ψs is

in�nitesimal if and only if limεÑ0`
fpεdψq
ϕ “ 0. Moreover, f : Ie ÝÑ Ie is a

morphism if and only if @m P N@ϕ P Am Dq P N@ψ P Aq : limεÑ0`
fpεdψq
ϕ “

0. This and the previous example justify our use of the name in�nitesimal in
Def. 8.
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(iv) Let ϕ P A0 be �xed, let Iϕ :“ ppH, ϕs,ď, tpH, ϕsuq, where the order relation
on Iϕ is the restriction of the order relation on Ie. If f : p0, 1s ÝÑ pH, ϕs is
the function fprq :“ rdϕ for every r P p0, 1s then we have that f : Iϕ ÝÑ Is
is a morphism. Conversely, if g : pH, ϕs ÝÑ p0, 1s maps every ψ P pH, ϕs to

the unique r P p0, 1s such that ψ “ r d ϕ, i.e. gpψq “ ψ
ϕ , then g : Is ÝÑ Iϕ is

a morphism. We have that f “ g´1.
(v) Let f : N ÝÑ N be a map, then f : IE ÝÑ IE is a morphism if and only if

limnÑ`8 fpnq “ `8. Analogously, f : I˚ ÝÑ I˚ is a morphism if and only
if there exists an ultra�lter set B P I˚ such that limnÑ`8

nPB
fpnq “ `8.

(vi) Let us denote by N the set of indices pNą0,À, Inq where À is the inverse
of the usual order notion on N (namely, m À n i� m ě n) and, for every
natural number n, In :“ tm P N | m À nu. If f : Ną0 Ñ p0, 1s is the
function that maps n ą 0 to 1

n , we have that f : Is ÝÑ N is a morphism.

Conversely, if g : p0, 1s ÝÑ N is the function that maps ε to the �oor
X

1
ε

\

then g : N ÝÑ Is is a morphism. We have g ˝ f “ 1Ną0
, but there does not

exist any isomorphism between these two sets of indices N and Is because
they have di�erent cardinalities.

(vii) For every n P N let us �x ϕn P AnzAn`1. Let f : N ÝÑ A0 be the func-

tion that maps n to ϕn. Then we have that f : rIe ÝÑ N is a morphism.
Conversely, if o : A0 ÝÑ N is the function that maps ϕ to opϕq (see (iv) in

Example 2) then o : N ÝÑ rIe is a morphism.

Lemma 10. Let Ik “ pIk,ďk, Ikq be sets of indices for k “ 1, 2, 3. Let a P A P
I1, b P B P I2 and c P C P I3. Then if f : Aďa ÝÑ Bďb and g : Bďb ÝÑ Cďc are
in�nitesimals, also the composition f ˝ g : Aďa ÝÑ Cďc is in�nitesimal.

Proof. By de�nition, for every α P Aďa there exists δ2 ď b such that fpε2q P Aďα
for every ε2 P B such that ε2 ď δ2 ď b. But g : Bďb ÝÑ Cďc in�nitesimal means

@β P Bďb @
I3ε3 P Cďc : gpε3q P Bďβ .

We apply this property with β “ δ2 to get gpε3q P Bďδ2 for every ε3 P Cďc
su�ciently small, let us say for each ε3 ď δ3 ď c. Therefore fpgpε3qq P Aďα for
every ε3 P Cďc such that ε3 ď δ3. �

The following results motivate our de�nition of morphism of sets of indices.

Lemma 11. In the assumptions of Def. 8, let f : Aďa ÝÑ Bďb be in�nitesimal,
and let Ppε1q be a given property of ε1 P I1. If Ppε1q holds @I1ε1 P Aďa then
Ppfpε2qq holds @

I2ε2 P Bďb.

Proof. Let e1 P Aďa be such that Ppε1q holds for all ε1 P Aďe1 . Since f : Aďa ÝÑ
Bďb is in�nitesimal, there exists e2 P Bďb be such that fpε2q P Aďe1 for all ε2 P

Bďe2 . Therefore Ppfpε2qq holds for all ε2 P Bďe2 . �

Theorem 12. Let Ik “ pIk,ďk, Ikq be sets of indices for k “ 1, 2. Let f : I1 ÝÑ I2
be a morphism of sets of indices and let Ppε1q be a given property of ε1 P I1. If
@I1ε1 Ppε1q then @

I2ε2 Ppfpε2qq.

Proof. Let A P I1 be such that @a P A@I1ε1 P Aďa Ppε1q holds. Since H R I1,
there exists a P A. But f : I1 ÝÑ I2 is a morphism, so there exists B P I2 such
that f : Aďa ÝÑ Bďb is in�nitesimal for all b P B. By Lemma 11, we deduce that
@I2ε2 P Bďb Ppfpε2qq, which is our conclusion. �
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Three simple consequences of Theorem 12 are presented in the following corollary.

Corollary 13. Let Ik “ pIk,ďk, Ikq be sets of indices for k “ 1, 2. If f : I1 ÝÑ I2
is a morphism of sets of indices, then the following properties hold:

(i) If i ąI1 j then i ˝ f ąI2 j ˝ f ;
(ii) If xε1 “ Opyε1q as ε1 P I1, then xfpε2q “ Opyfpε2qq as ε2 P I2;
(iii) For every net g : I1 ÝÑ R if l “ limI1 g then l “ limI2 g ˝ f .

Proof. Property (i) follows directly from Thm. 12 because i ąI1 j means @Iε :
iε ą jε. To prove (ii), let A P I1 be such that xε1 “ OA,apyε1q for all a P A.
Therefore, there exists H P Rą0 such that @I1ε1 P Aďa |xε1 | ď H ¨ |yε1 |. But
A ‰ H, so we can pick a P A, and f : I1 ÝÑ I2 yields the existence of B P I2

such that f : Aďa ÝÑ Bďb is in�nitesimal for all b P B. By Lemma 11 we get
@I2ε2 P Bďb

ˇ

ˇxfpε2q
ˇ

ˇ ď H ¨
ˇ

ˇyfpε2q
ˇ

ˇ, from which the conclusion follows. Using the
same ideas, we can prove (iii). �

Theorem 14. The class of all sets of indices together with their morphisms forms
a category Ind.

Proof. The only non-trivial property to prove concerns composition, namely that

for every pair of arrows I1
f
ÝÑ I2, I2

g
ÝÑ I3, we have that I1

f˝g
ÝÑ I3 is a morphism

of set of indices. By our hypotheses we know that:

@A P I1 @a P A DB P I2 @b P B : f : Aďa ÝÑ Bďb is in�nitesimal; (3.1)

@B P I2 @b P B DC P I3 @c P C : g : Bďb ÝÑ Cďc is in�nitesimal. (3.2)

For a P A P I1, from (3.1) we get a non empty B P I2. Take any element b P B, so
that (3.2) yields the existence of C P I3. For c P C, both (3.1) and (3.2) give that
f : Aďa ÝÑ Bďb and g : Bďb ÝÑ Cďc are in�nitesimal, and the conclusion follows
from Lemma 10. �

3.1. Downward directed and segmented sets of indices. In this section, we
study suitable classes of sets of indices where the notion of morphism of the category
Ind simpli�es.

De�nition 15. Let I “ pI,ď, Iq be a set of indices, then we say that

(i) I is segmented if @A P I Da : pH, as Ď A;
(ii) I is downward directed if pI,ďq is downward directed, i.e. for every a, b P I

there exists c P I such that c ď a, c ď b.

Moreover, if I is downward directed, we call canonical set of indices generated by
I, and we denote it by I, the set of indices I “ pI,ď,SIq, where

SI :“ tpH, as | a P Iu Y tIu.

Since pI,ďq is downward directed, it is immediate to prove that I is a set of indices.
Example 16.

(i) The sets of indices Is and IE are both segmented and downward directed.
(ii) If I “ Is then I “ I. If I “ IE then Ī ‰ I, but we will see in Thm. 18 that

they are isomorphic in the category Ind.

(iii) If I “ rIe then then I ‰ I.

As mentioned above, the notion of morphism is simpli�ed when we work with
this type of sets of indices.
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Theorem 17. Let I1, I2 be sets of indices and let f : I2 ÝÑ I1 be a map. Let
us assume that I1 is segmented and I2 is downward directed. Then the following
conditions are equivalent:

(i) f : I1 ÝÑ I2 is a morphism of sets of indices;
(ii) @a P I1 Db P I2 : fppH, bsq Ď pH, as;
(iii) @a P I1 @b P I2 : f : pI1qďa ÝÑ pI2qďb is in�nitesimal.

Proof. To prove that (i) entails (ii), let f : I1 ÝÑ I2 be a morphism and let a P I1.
Setting A “ I1 in the de�nition of morphism, we get the existence of B P I2 such
that f : Aďa ÝÑ Bďb̄ is in�nitesimal for each b̄ P B. Take any b̄ P B ‰ H. Setting
α “ a in the de�nition of in�nitesimal (Def. 8), we get the existence of b P Bďb̄ Ď I2
such that fpε2q P pH, as for all ε2 P pH, bs, which is our conclusion.
To prove that (ii) entails (iii), let a P I1, b P I2 and let b P I2 be such that fpH, bs Ď

pH, as. Let α P pH, as and let rb P B
ďb be such that fpH,rbs Ď pH, αs. Since pI2,ďq

is downward directed, we can �nd β P I2 such that β ď b, β ď rb. By construction,
fpH, βs Ď pH, αs and pH, βs Ď pH, bs “ pI2qďb . Therefore f : pI1qďa ÝÑ pI2qďb is
in�nitesimal.
To prove that (iii) entails (i), assume that a P A P I1. Set B :“ I2 and take any
b P B. By (iii) we obtain that f : pI1qďa ÝÑ pI2qďb is in�nitesimal. Therefore,

for each α ď a there exists rβ ď b such that we have fpε2q ď α for every ε2 ď rβ.

small, let's say for ε2 ď β̃ ď b. But I1 is segmented, so there exists a1 such that
pH, a1s Ď A. Once again from (iii) we also have that f : pI1qďa1 ÝÑ pI2qďb is

in�nitesimal. Hence for some β̄ ď b we have fpε2q ď a1 for each ε2 ď β̄. Since

pI2,ďq is downward directed, we can �nd β P I2 “ B such that β ď β̃ and β ď β̄.
Therefore, for each ε2 ď β we have both fpε2q ď α and fpε2q P pH, a

1s Ď A. This
proves that f : Aďa ÝÑ Bďb is in�nitesimal, which completes the proof. �

Theorem 18. Every segmented downward directed set of indices I is isomorphic
to Ī in the category Ind.

Proof. It su�ces to consider the identity 1I : i P I ÞÑ i P I, which is a morphism
1I P IndpI, Īq X IndpĪ, Iq because of condition (ii) of Thm 17. �

Therefore, up to isomorphism, the only segmented downward directed set of indices
having pI,ďq as underlying pre-ordered set is I.

4. Asymptotic Gauge Colombeau Type Algebras

4.1. Asymptotic Gauges. In [12], we introduced the notion of asymptotic gauge.
The idea was to use it as an asymptotic scale that generalizes the role of the
polynomial family pεnqεPp0,1s,nPN in classical constructions of Colombeau algebras.
We recall the notations and notions from [12] that we will use in the present work.
For all the proofs, we refer to [12].

De�nition 19. Let I “ pI,ď, Iq be a set of indices. All big-Os in this de�nition
have to be meant as OI in I (see Def. 4). We say that B is an asymptotic gauge on
I (brie�y: AG on I) if
(i) B Ď RI ;
(ii) Di P B : limI i “ 8;
(iii) @i, j P B Dp P B : i ¨ j “ Oppq;
(iv) @i P B @r P R Dσ P B : r ¨ i “ Opσq;
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(v) @i, j P B Ds P B : s ąI 0 , |i| ` |j| “ Opsq.

Let B be an AG on the set of indices I “ pI,ď, Iq. The set of moderate nets
generated by B is

RM pBq :“
 

x P RI | Db P B : xε “ Opbεq
(

.

Let us observe that RM pBq is an AG, and that RM pRM pBqq “ RM pBq. Every
asymptotic gauge formalizes a notion of �growth condition�. We can hence use an
asymptotic gauge B to de�ne moderate nets. We can also use the reciprocals of
nets taken from another asymptotic gauge Z to de�ne negligible nets. From this
point of view, it is natural to introduce the following:

De�nition 20. Let Ω Ď Rn be an open set, let B, Z be AGs on the same set of
indices I “ pI,ď, Iq. The set of B-moderate nets is

EM pB,Ωq :“ tu P C8pΩqI | @K Ť Ω@α P NnDb P B : sup
xPK

|Bαuεpxq| “ Opbεqu.

The set of Z-negligible nets is

N pZ,Ωq :“ tu P C8pΩqI | @K Ť Ω@α P Nn@z P Zą0 : sup
xPK

|Bαuεpxq| “ Opz´1
ε qu.

(4.1)

In [12], we proved that if RM pBq Ď RM pZq then the quotient EM pB,Ωq{N pZ,Ωq
is an algebra. When this happens, we will use the following:

De�nition 21. Let B,Z be AGs on the same set of indices I “ pI,ď, Iq such that
RM pBq Ď RM pZq. The Colombeau AG algebra generated by B and Z is the quotient

GpB,Zq :“ EM pB,Ωq{N pZ,Ωq.

Moreover, we set

(i) pxεq „Z pyεq if and only if @z P Zą0 : xε ´ yε “ Opz´1
ε q, where pxεq,

pyεq P RM pBq.
(ii) rRpB,Zq :“ RM pBq{ „Z . We simply use the notation rRpBq for rRpB,Bq.
We will use the notation GpB,Z,Ωq to emphasize the dependence on the open set
Ω.

Example. Both Egorov algebra GEpΩq and the algebra of non-standard smooth
functions ˚C8pΩq are Colombeau AG algebras with B “ Z “ RN. In fact, in both
cases EM pB,Ωq “ C8pΩqN because the AG B “ RN is trivial. It is also easy to see
that in the former case punqnPN P NEpRN,Ωq if and only if for all K Ť Ω, un|K “ 0
for all n P N su�ciently big. In the latter punqnPN P N ˚pRN,Ωq if and only if for
all K Ť Ω there exists an ultra�lter set A P I˚ such that un|K “ 0 for all n P A.

Morphisms between sets of indices can be used to construct asymptotic gauges,
as the following theorem shows.

Theorem 22. Let B be an asymptotic gauge on the set of indices I1 and let f :
I1 ÝÑ I2 be a morphism. Then

B ˝ f “ tb ˝ f | b P Bu

is an asymptotic gauge on I2.
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Proof. All the de�ning properties of an asymptotic gauge for B ˝ f can be derived
from Cor. 13. For example, let us prove that @i, j P B ˝ f Ds P B ˝ f : s ąI
0 , |i| ` |j| “ Opsq. Let i, j P B ˝ f and let i “ b1 ˝ f, j “ b2 ˝ f . Let b3 P B be such
that |b1|`|b2| “ Opb3q. Then by Cor. 13 we deduce that |b1˝f |`|b2˝f | “ Opb3˝fq.
Setting s “ b3 ˝ f we therefore have that |i| ` |j| “ Opsq. �

5. The categories Ag2 and Ag1

We want to prove that the Colombeau AG algebra construction of Def. 21 is
functorial in the pair pB,Zq of AGs. In proving this result, the following category
arises naturally:

De�nition 23. We set

(i) pB,Zq P Ag2 if B, Z are AGs on some set of indices I and RM pBq Ď RM pZq.
(ii) Let pB1,Z1q, pB2,Z2q P Ag2 be pairs of AGs on the sets of indices resp. I1,

I2. We say that f P Ag2 ppB1,Z1q, pB2,Z2qq is a morphism of pairs of AGs if
f P IndpI1, I2q, RM pB1 ˝ fq Ď RM pB2q and RM pZ2q Ď RM pZ1 ˝ fq.

Theorem 24. Ag2 with set-theoretical composition and identity is a category.

Proof. It is su�cient to consider the composition. Let f P Ag2 ppB1,Z1q, pB2,Z2qq

and g P Ag2 ppB2,Z2q, pB3,Z3qq. By de�nition, f P IndpI1, I2q and g P IndpI2, I3q,
therefore f ˝ g P IndpI1, I3q by Thm. 14. Moreover,

RM pB1 ˝ pf ˝ gqq “ tb ˝ f ˝ g | b P B1u Ď tb ˝ g | b P B2u “ B2 ˝ g,

since RM pB1 ˝ fq Ď RM pB2q. But B2 ˝ g Ď RM pB2 ˝ gq Ď RM pB3q, from which the
�rst part of the conclusion follows. To prove the second part of the conclusion we
notice that, as RM pZ2q Ď RM pZ1 ˝ fq, we have that

RM pZ2 ˝ gq Ď RM ppZ1 ˝ fq ˝ gq “ RM pZ1 ˝ pf ˝ gqq,

and the thesis follows since RM pZ3q Ď RM pZ2 ˝ gq by hypothesis. �

The generalization with two AGs is a relatively new step in considering Colombeau
like algebras, and its main aim is to highlight what peculiar properties are used to
derive the fundamental properties (a) - (e), in particular the speci�c embedding
property (e). It is therefore natural to consider also the following

De�nition 25. We say that B P Ag1 if pB,Bq P Ag2. We set f P Ag1pB1,B2q if
f P Ag2ppB1,B1q, pB2,B2qq. We call such an f a morphism of AGs. In this case,
Def. 23 (ii) becomes RM pB1 ˝ fq “ RM pB2q.

Of course Ag1 is embedded into Ag2 by means of B ÞÑ pB,Bq and of the identity
on arrows. By an innocuous abuse of language, we can hence say that Ag1 is a
subcategory of Ag2.

Example 26.

(i) Let I “ Is, let B1 “ tpε´nq | n P Nu, B2 “ t
`

ε´2n
˘

| n P Nu. Then f ,

g : I ÝÑ I such that fpεq “ ε2 and gpεq “
?
ε induce morphisms B1

f
ÝÑ B2

and B2
g
ÝÑ B1. Clearly f ˝ g “ 1B2

and g ˝ f “ 1B1
, therefore B1 and B2 are

isomorphic.
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(ii) Let I1 “ Is, I2 “ N (see Example 9 (vi)), let B1 “ tpε´nq | n P Nu, B2 “

tpnmqn | m P Nu. Then f : I1 ÝÑ I2 such that fpnq “ 1
n`1 for every n P N

induces a morphism B1
f
ÝÑ B2 and g : I2 ÝÑ I1 such that gpεq “ t 1

ε u for

every ε P p0, 1s induces a morphism B2
g
ÝÑ B1.

(iii) Let o : N ÝÑ rIe be the morphism given by the maps o that maps every
ϕ P A0 to the order opϕq of ϕ. Let B1 “ tpb

m
n qn | m P Nu where bn “ 1

n`1

for every n P N and let B2 “ tpb
n
ϕqϕ | n P Nu, where bϕ “ 1

opϕq`1 for every

ϕ P A0. Then B1
o
ÝÑ B2 is a morphism.

(iv) Set fpεq “ ε ` ε2 ¨ sin
`

1
ε

˘

for ε P p0, 1s and Bs :“ tε´a | a P Rą0u. Then

ε´ ε2 ď fpεq ď ε` ε2, and this implies f P Ag1pBs,Bsq. Let us note that f
is not invertible in any neighbourhood of 0 so that it is not an isomorphism
of AGs.

In [12], we de�ned two asymptotic gauges B1, B2 to be equivalent if and only
if RM pB1q “ RM pB2q. Within the present categorical framework, this de�nition is
motivated by the following result.

Theorem 27. Let B be an asymptotic gauge on I. Then B is isomorphic to RM pBq.

Proof. It is su�cient to observe that, by de�nition, B 1I
ÝÑ RM pBq is a morphism

and, since RM pRM pBqq “ RM pBq, also RM pBq
1I
ÝÑ B is a morphism. �

In particular, it follows that for every two asymptotic gauges B1, B2 de�ned
on the same set of indices I, we have that if B1 is equivalent to B2 then they are
isomorphic. Conversely, if f P Ag1pB1,B2q is an isomorphism, then RM pB1q “

RM pB1 ˝ f ˝ f
´1q “ RM pB2 ˝ f

´1q “ RM pB1q, and hence RM pB1q “ RM pB2 ˝ f
´1q.

Analogously, RM pB2q “ RM pB1 ˝ fq. In particular, the identity 1I P Ag1pB1,B2qX

Ag1pB2,B1q if and only if these AGs are equivalent. For example tpε´aq | a P Rą0u

and tpε´nq | n P Nu are equivalent. Nevertheless, it is not di�cult to prove that not
all isomorphic AGs on the same set of indices are equivalent. To prove this result,
we need to recall (see [12, Def. 36]) that an AG B is called principal if there exists
a generator b P B such that RM pAGpbqq “ RM pBq, where AGpbq :“ tbm | m P Nu.

Theorem 28. For every principal AGs B1, B2 on Is, if RM pB1q Ĺ RM pB2q then
there exists a principal AG B3 such that RM pB1q Ĺ RM pB3q Ĺ RM pB2q.

Proof. Let B1 “ AGpb1q and B2 “ AGpb2q. Without loss of generality we can
assume that b1,ε, b2,ε ą 1 for every ε P p0, 1s. Moreover, as RM pB1q Ĺ RM pB2q, we
have b1 “ OIspb2q. So, without loss of generality, we can also assume that b1,ε ă b2,ε
for every ε P p0, 1s. Since RM pB1q Ĺ RM pB2q, we have that b2 R RM pb1q, namely
that

@n P N@ε P p0, 1s Dδ ă ε : n ¨ bn1,δ ă b2,δ.

Now, we let b3 P Rp0,1s be a net such that b1,ε ď b3,ε ď b2,ε for ε small, and @n P N

b3,εn “

#

b1,εn if n is odd;

b2,εn if n is even,

where ε1 “ 1 and

εn P

"

ε ă min

"

1

n
, εn´1

*

| n ¨ bn1,ε ă b2,ε

*
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for every n ě 2. Since b1,ε ď b3,ε ď b2,ε for ε small, we have that that RM pB1q Ď

RM pAGpb3qq Ď RM pB2q. Let us prove that the reverse inclusions do not hold. To
prove that, let us assume, by contradiction, that RM pAGpb3qq Ď RM pB1q. In partic-
ular, there exists k P N such that b3 “ Opbk1q, namely there exists ε P p0, 1s, H P Rą0

such that b3,δ ď H ¨ bk1,δ for all δ ă ε. Set

N :“ min

"

n P N | n is even and n ě max

"

rHs ,

R

1

ε

V

, k

**

.

We have

N ¨ bN1,εN ă b2,εN “ b3,εN ď H ¨ bk1,εN ď N ¨ bN1,εN ,

which is absurd. To prove that RM pAGpb3qq Ĺ RM pB2q, we proceed in a similar
way. Let us assume, by contradiction, that RM pB2q Ď RM pAGpb3qq. Let k P N be
such that b2 “ Opbk3q. Let ε P p0, 1s, H P Rą0 be such that b2,δ ď H ¨ bk3,δ for all
δ ă ε. Set

N :“ min

"

n P N | n is odd and n ě max

"

rHs ,

R

1

ε

V

, k

**

.

We have

b2,εN ď H ¨ bk3,εN ď N ¨ bN3,εN “ N ¨ bN1,εN ă b2,εN ,

which is absurd. �

Corollary 29. For every principal AGs B1,B2 on Is, if RM pB1q Ĺ RM pB2q then
there exists an in�nite sequence xAi | i P Zy of principal AGs on Is such that

RM pB1q Ĺ ¨ ¨ ¨ Ĺ RM pA´1q Ĺ RM pA0q Ĺ RM pA1q Ĺ ¨ ¨ ¨ Ĺ RM pB2q.

Proof. This is an immediate consequence of Theorem 28. �

In particular, if we let Bpol :“ tpε´nq | n P Nu and Bexp :“
 `

en{ε
˘

| n P N
(

, by
Corollary 29 we have that there are in�nitely many principal non equivalent AGs be-
tween Bpol and Bexp. However, as we will show in Section 7, Bpol :“ tpε´nq | n P Nu
and Bexp :“

 `

en{ε
˘

| n P N
(

are isomorphic, and this shows that not all isomorphic
AGs are equivalent.

In [12], we proved that RM pBq is the minimal (with respect to inclusion) asymp-
totically closed solid ring containing the AG B. Therefore, we deduce that, modulo
isomorphism, all the objects in a skeleton subcategory of Ag1 are asymptotically
closed solid rings.

In [12], we introduced the notion of �exponential of an AG�, which was crucial
to study linear ODE with generalized constant coe�cients. We recall its de�nition.

De�nition 30. Let B be an AG, and let µ : R ÝÑ Rě0 be a non decreasing
function such that

lim
xÑ`8

µpxq “ `8;

@b P B Dc P B : µpbεq
2 ăI µpcεq. (5.1)

We set µpBq :“ tpµpH ¨ bεqqε | H P Rą0, b P Bu. In particular,

eB :“
 

eH¨b | H P Rą0, b P B
(

is called the exponential of B.

The following results will be needed to prove Thm. 35.
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Lemma 31. In the hypotheses of Def. 30, we have that µpBq is an AG.

Proof. Def. 19 (ii) and [12, Lemma 18] imply the existence of i P B such that
limI i “ `8. Therefore, our assumptions yield limεPI µpiεq “ `8, which proves
Def. 19 (ii) for µpBq. The asymptotic closure with respect to the sum of absolute
values follows from monotonicity of µ and the inequality µpH ¨ iεq ` µpK ¨ jεq ď
2 ¨ µ pH ¨ |iε| `K ¨ |jε|q. The asymptotic closure with respect to product follows
from the inequality

µpH ¨ iεq ¨ µpK ¨ jεq ď µ pH ¨ |iε| `K ¨ |jε|q
2

and from assumption (5.1). �

Lemma 32. Let I “ pI,ď, Iq be a set of indices, and let x, y, z P RI . Let
µ : R ÝÑ Rě0 be a non decreasing function. Then xε “ O rµpyεqs and y ăI z imply
xε “ O rµpzεqs.

Proof. From the assumptions we get

DA P I @a P A : xε “ OaA rµpyεqs ;

DB P I @b P B Dε0 ď b@ε P Bďε0 : yε ă zε.

Def. 1 (iii) implies the existence of D P I such that D Ď A X B. For d P D, [13,
Thm. 2.8 (x)] yields xε “ OdD rµpyεqs, and therefore, for suitable H P Rą0 and
ε0 ď d, ε1 ď d, we can write |xε| ď H |µpyεq| “ Hµpyεq for each ε P Dďε1 and
yε ă zε for each ε P Dďε0 . Since pH, ds “ Iďd is directed, we can �nd ε̄ ď d, ε0,
ε1. Therefore, for each ε ď ε̄ we have |xε| ď Hµpyεq ď Hµ pzεq because µ is non
decreasing. This proves our conclusion. �

Corollary 33. Let B1, B2 be AGs on the same set of indices I, and let µ : R ÝÑ Rě0

verify the assumptions of Def. 30. Then RM pB1q Ď RM pB2q implies RM pµpB1qq Ď

RM pµpB2qq.

Proof. Let py1εq “ pµpH ¨ b1εqq P µpB1q, with b
1 P B1, and let b2 P B2 be such that

b1 ăI b
2. Then we have that py1εq ăI pµpH ¨ b

2
εqq P µ pB2q since µ is monotone. �

De�nition 34. Let Agď be the subcategory of Ag1 having the same objects of
Ag1, and arrows such that f P AgďpB1,B2q if f P IndpI1, I2q and RM pB1 ˝ fq “
RM pB2q. Let µ veri�es the assumptions of Def. 30, and let Eµ : Agď ÝÑ Agď be
de�ned on objects and maps of Agď as follows:

(i) EpBq :“ µpBq for each B P Agď;
(ii) Epfq :“ f for each f P AgďpB1,B2q.

Theorem 35. Agď is a subcategory of Ag1. If µ veri�es the assumptions of
Def. 30, then Eµ : Agď ÝÑ Agď is a functor.

Proof. To prove the �rst part, assume that RM pB1 ˝ fq “ RM pB2q and RM pB2 ˝ gq “
RM pB3q. Then if b1˝f ăI2 b2 and b2˝g ăI3 b3, for bi P Bi, then b1˝f˝g ăI3 b2˝g ăI3
b3 by Cor. 13. If b3 ăI3 b2 ˝ g and b2 ăI2 b1 ˝ f then b3 ăI3 b2 ˝ g ăI3 b1 ˝ f ˝ g
once again by Cor. 13. This implies that RM pB1 ˝ pf ˝ gqq “ RM pB3q, hence
f ˝ g P AgďpB1,B3q. This and Cor. 33 show that Agď is a category. By Cor. 33,
we also have that Agď is a subcategory of Ag1. To show the second part, since
Eµ is the identity on arrows, it su�ces to observe that B and µpBq have the same
set of indices for every AG B, and that µpB1q ˝ f “ µpB1 ˝ fq. Thus it follows by
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Cor. 33 that EµpB1q “ µpB1q
f
ÝÑ µpB2q “ EµpB2q is an arrow in Agď for every

arrow B1
f
ÝÑ B2 in Agď. �

6. Functoriality of Colombeau AG-algebras

In this section, we want to prove that the map pB,Z,Ωq ÞÑ GpB,Z,Ωq is a
functor. Clearly, pB,Zq P Ag2, so we need to introduce a category having open
sets like Ω as objects:

De�nition 36. We denote by OR8 the category having as objects tΩ Ď Rn | n P
N, Ω openu and as morphisms OR8pU, V q :“ C8pU, V q.

Therefore, we can now prove the following:

Theorem 37. G : AG2 ˆ pOR8qop ÝÑ AlgR is a functor, where AlgR is the
category of commutative algebras over R.

Proof. Let i P Ag2ppB1,Z1q, pB2,Z2qq be a morphism of pairs of AGs and h P
C8pΩ2,Ω1q, Ωj being an open set in Rnj . The natural de�nition of Gpi, hq to get
that Gpi, hq : GpB1,Z1,Ω1q ÝÑ GpB2,Z2,Ω2q is a morphism of algebras is

Gpi, hq : ruε1s ÞÑ
“

uiε2 ˝ h
‰

.

To prove that this de�nition is correct, we assume K2 Ť Ω2 and α P Nn2 . Since
puε1q P EM pB1,Ω1q and hpK2q “: K1 Ť Ω1, we obtain

Db1 P B1 : sup
xPK1

|Bαuε1pxq| “ Opb1ε1q as ε1 P I1. (6.1)

But b1 P B1 Ď RM pB1q, so b
1 ˝ i P RM pB1 ˝ iq Ď RM pB2q. We can hence write

b1iε2
“ Opb2ε2q as ε2 P I2 for a suitable b2 P B2. This, Cor. 13 (ii) and (6.1) yield

sup
xPK2

ˇ

ˇBα
`

uiε2 ˝ h
˘

pxq
ˇ

ˇ “ O
´

b1iε2

¯

“ Opb2ε2q as ε2 P I2.

This shows that
“

uiε2 ˝ h
‰

P EM pB2,Ω2q. Now assume that puε1q´pvε1q P N pZ1,Ω1q,

K2, α as above, and z P pZ2qą0. Since RM pZ2q Ď RM pZ1 ˝ iq, we can write

zε2 “ O
`

ζiε2
˘

as ε2 P I2 for a suitable ζ P pZ1qą0, and hence ζ´1
iε2
“ Opz´1

ε2 q. We

thus obtain

sup
xPK1

|Bαuε1pxq ´ B
αvε1pxq| “ Opζ´1

ε1 q as ε1 P I1,

where hpK2q “: K1. From this and Cor. 13 (ii) we obtain the conclusion

sup
xPK2

ˇ

ˇBα
`

uiε2 ˝ h
˘

pxq ´ Bα
`

viε2 ˝ h
˘

pxq
ˇ

ˇ “ Opz´1
ε2 q as ε2 P I2.

The proof that Gpi, hq is a morphism of R-algebras follows immediately from the
pointwise de�nitions of the algebra operations. The functorial properties of G follow
directly from the de�nition of Gpi, hq and the fact that in the domain AG2 ˆ

pOR8qop composition and identity are the corresponding set-theoretical operations.
�

Now, let n P N be �xed. Let T Rn be the subcategory of OR8 having as objects
the open subsets of Rn and, as morphisms, the inclusions. From Thm. 37 we get
that GpB,Z,´q : pT Rnqop ÝÑ AlgR is a functor, i.e. it is a presheaf. Trivially
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generalizing [5], it is also possible to prove that GpB,Z,´q is a sheaf of di�erential
algebras. In particular, the following diagram commutes

GpB1,Z1,Ω1q
Gpi,hq //

B
α
1

��

GpB2,Z2,Ω2q

B
α
2

��
GpB1,Z1,Ω1q Gpi,hq

// GpB2,Z2,Ω2q

(6.2)

for each multi-index α P Nn and each inclusion h P T RnpΩ2,Ω1q. Clearly, in (6.2),
Bαk : ruεs P GpBk,Zk,Ωkq ÞÑ rBαuεs P GpBk,Zk,Ωkq. Let us note that, in general,
the diagram (6.2) doesn't commute if h is an arbitrary smooth function. For this
reason, when we want to deal with di�erential algebras, we will always consider
T Rn instead of the category OR8.

As a consequence of Thm. 37, we also have that essentially all the constructions
of Colombeau-like algebras are functorial. For example, we can consider the set
of indices Is of the special algebra, the AG Bs :“ tpε´aq | a P Rą0u, and the full
subcategory AgIs of Ag1 of all the AGs on Is. Clearly, GspB,Ωq :“ GpB,B,Ωq is a
functor Gs : AgIs ˆ pOR8qop ÝÑ AlgR which corresponds to the usual sheaf via

the restriction GspBs,Ωq only for Ω P T Rn. Analogously, we can consider Ĝ, Ge,
Gd, G2, GE and ˚C8pΩq.

We also �nally note that if we consider an inclusion h P T RnpΩ2,Ω1q and a mor-
phism of pairs of AGs i P Ag2ppB1,Z1q, pB2,Z2qq, then Gpi, hq : GpB1,Z1,Ω1q ÝÑ

GpB2,Z2,Ω2q preserves all polynomial and di�erential operations. Of course, it also
takes generalized functions in the domain GpB1,Z1,Ω1q into generalized functions
in the codomain GpB2,Z2,Ω2q. We can therefore state that Gpi, hq permits to relate
di�erential problems framed in GpB1,Z1,Ω1q to those framed in GpB2,Z2,Ω2q; see
also the next Thm. 38.

7. An unexpected isomorphism

If we set Bpol :“ tpε´nq | n P Nu and Bexp :“
 `

en{ε
˘

| n P N
(

, it is well known
(see [5, 12]) that an ODE like

#

x1ptq ´ rε´1s ¨ xptq “ 0;

xp0q “ 1,
(7.1)

has no solutions in the algebra GpBpol,Ωq “ GspΩq, but it has a (unique) solu-

tion xptq “
”

e
1
ε t
ı

, t P rRcpBexpq, in GpBexp,Rq. On the other hand, if we set

λpεq :“ ´ 1
log ε , for ε P p0, 1q, and λp1q :“ 1, then we have limεÑ0` λpεq “ 0`

and hence, by Example 9 (ii), λ P IndpIs, Isq is a morphism of set of indices.
Moreover,

`

pen{εq ˝ λ
˘

pεq “ ε´n and hence RM pBexp ˝ λq “ RM pBpolq. Therefore,

λ P Ag1pBexp,Bpolq is a morphism of AGs. Analogously, if we set ηpεq :“ e´
1
ε , for

ε P p0, 1q, and ηp1q :“ 1, then we have λ “ η´1 and η P AG1pBpol,Bexpq. Therefore
Bpol » Bexp as AGs. Thm. 37 thus yields

GpBpol,Ωq » GpBexp,Ωq
rRpBpolq » rRpBexpq. (7.2)
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This does not imply that the algebra GpBexp,Rq is useless, because we still have the
fact that the Cauchy problem (7.1) has no solution in GpBpol,Rq. Nonetheless, we
can say that the isomorphism λ P AG1pBexp,Bpolq transforms (7.1) into

#

x1ptq ´ r´ log εs ¨ xptq “ 0;

xp0q “ 1.
(7.3)

Therefore, (7.3) has solution in GpBpol,Rq if and only if (7.1) has solution in
GpBexp,Rq. The algebra GpBexp,Rq is the classical example introduced in litera-
ture (see e.g. [8, 6]) as a completely di�erent space with respect to the classical
Colombeau algebra GpBpol,Rq. In fact, the space GpBexp,Rq is usually thought of
as one where we can solve di�erential problems which are unsolvable in GpBpol,Rq.
Clearly this is still true, but here we have showed that these two algebras are re-
ally isomorphic and that the solution of (7.1) is equivalent to the solution of the
isomorphic problem (7.3). For these reasons, we are saying that this isomorphism
is unexpected.
This example is generalized in the following theorem, where we talk, essentially for
the sake of simplicity, of ODE.

Theorem 38. Let I P Ind be a set of indices and let b, c P RI be in�nite nets,
i.e. such that limεPI bε “ limεPI cε “ `8. Set

AGpbq :“ tpbnε q | n P Nu
for the AG generated by b (and analogously for c). Assume that η, λ P IndpI, Iq are
morphisms of I such that η “ λ´1:

bηpεq “ OI pcεq , cλpεq “ OI pbεq as ε P I. (7.4)

Then

(i) AGpbq » AGpcq as AGs;

(ii) GpAGpbq,Ωq » GpAGpcq,Ωq and rRpAGpbqq » rRpAGpcqq in the category AlgR;

(iii) let F “ rFεs P GpAGpbq,Rn ˆ Rq, x̄ “ rx̄εs P rRn, t̄ “ rt̄εs P rR. Then the
Cauchy problem

#

x1ptq “ F pxptq, tq;

xpt̄q “ x̄,
(7.5)

has a solution x P GpAGpbq, pt1, t2qq if and only if the Cauchy problem
#

y1ptq “
“

Fλpεq
‰

pyptq, tq;

y
`“

t̄λpεq
‰˘

“
“

x̄λpεq
‰

,
(7.6)

has a solution y P GpAGpcq, pt1, t2qq.

Proof. Assumption (7.4) yields pbn ˝ ηq pεq “ bnηpεq “ OI pc
n
ε q so RM pAGpbq ˝ ηq “

RM pAGpcqq. Analogously, we have RM pAGpcq ˝λq “ RM pAGpbqq. This shows that
η and λ are morphisms of AGs, and hence it proves (i). Property (ii) follows from
the functorial property of Gp´,Ωq : AG1 ÝÑ AlgR. To show (iii), let x “ rxεs P
GpAGpbq, pt1, t2qq be a solution of (7.5) and set y :“ G

`

λ, 1pt1,t2q
˘

pxq “
“

xλpεq
‰

.
Therefore, Thm. 37 and (6.2) yield the conclusion. �

For instance, if b, c : p0, 1s ÝÑ p0, 1s are homeomorphisms such that limεÑ0` bε “
0 “ limεÑ0` cε, then η :“ c ˝ b´1 and λ :“ η´1 verify the assumptions of this
theorem.
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In this categorical framework, it is unnatural to expect that isomophisms as in
(ii) hold for every pair of generators b, c. It is simple to see that this is the case if b,
c are generators de�ned, respectively, on two sets of indices I1 “ pI1,ď1, I1q, I2 “
pI2,ď2, I2q such that I1 and I2 have di�erent cardinalities, as in this case there can
not be a bijection between I1 and I2. A more interesting question is if there exist
principal AGs on the same set of indices that are not isomorphic. This is actually
the case, as we will show after Def. 39, where we make precise the de�nition of the
category of principal AGs.

We �nally note that an isomorphism similar to (ii) has been proved by [24, 21, 22]
in the context of NSA. However, note that in [24, 21, 22] the non-constructive
isomorphism strongly depends on the condition that the cardinality of the �eld of
generalized numbers equals the successor of cardpRq. On the contrary, here we have
a constructive, but less general, isomorphism strictly depending on the notion of
morphism of AGs and the functorial properties of Colombeau AG-algebras.

8. The Category of Colombeau Algebras

In this section, we want to show that the Colombeau AG algebra, the related
derivation of generalized functions and the embedding of distributions are all func-
torial constructions with respect to the change of AG. Although in this section we
work on an arbitrary set of indices, we restrict our study only to embeddings of
Schwartz distributions de�ned through a molli�er. Therefore, we are going to deal
with molli�ers with null positive moments, namely with functions ρ P SpRnq such
that

ş

ρpxqxk dx “ 0 for every k P Nn, |k| ě 1. We call Colombeau molli�er any
such function.

It is now worth recalling here why we are going to consider only embedding
of Schwartz distributions based on a Colombeau molli�er and only principal AGs.
On the one hand, Colombeau AG-algebras with B “ Z, which are not necessarily
of principal type, are important as a general framework. In fact, they include
several examples studied in literature (see e.g. [10, 11, 8, 9, 7, 6, 15] and references
therein). Moreover, this general abstract setting is crucial to understand where
being a principal AG is a necessary property. For example, in [12, Thm. 4.12] we
proved that

fε ˚ rb
n
ε ¨ ρpbε ¨ ´qs “ fε `N pZ,Ωq, (8.1)

holds for all nets pfεq of smooth functions compactly supported in Ω such that pfεq
is moderate with respect to AGpbq, if and only if b is a generator of Z. Note that
(8.1) is only slightly stronger than the usual universal property mentioned in (e) at
pag. 1, i.e.

f ˚ rbnε ¨ ρpbε ¨ ´qs “ f `N pZ,Ωq @f P C8pΩq.
This result implies that there does not exist an embedding of Colombeau type (i.e. as
in (8.1)) for non principal AGs. Summarizing, non-principal AGs are important
because they include lots of interesting examples and because we need them to
formulate results like [12, Thm. 4.12]. On the other hand, if we want to study
embeddings of Colombeau type (8.1), we are forced to consider only principal AGs.
It is also worth mentioning that a di�erent type of embedding would still be possible.
For example, using Zorn lemma and considering as Ω a convex subset, [25] shows
that another interesting embedding is possible in Egorov algebras. We can therefore
state that the existence of, maybe more involved, optimal embeddings of Schwartz
distributions for non-principal AGs is still an open problem.
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De�nition 39. Let n P Ną0 be a �xed natural number. Then pAG denotes
the category of principal AGs, whose objects are pairs pb,Bq, where B is a prin-
cipal AG on a set of indices I and b P B is a generator of B. Arrows f P

pAGppb1,B1q, pb2,B2qq are morphisms f P AG1pB1,B2q of AGs that preserve the
generator, i.e. such that b1 ˝ f “ b2. Let us note that if f P pAGppb1,B1q, pb2,B2qq

and g P pAGppb2,B2q, pb3,B3qq, then the composition in pAG is given as in AG1,
i.e. by f ˝ g because f : I2 ÝÑ I1, g : I3 ÝÑ I2.

We observe that there exist non isomorphic pairs pb,RM pbqq, pc,RM pcqq de�ned on
the set of indices Is. In fact, let bε “ ε´1 and cε “

P

ε´1
T

for every ε P p0, 1s. Then
pcεq assumes only a countable amount of values, whilst pbεq assumes a continuum
of values. Hence, there can not be a morphism f such that bε “ cfpεq for every
ε P p0, 1s. The existence of non-isomorphic principal AGs also implies that the
isomorphism stated in [24, 21, 22] is not an isomorphism of principal AGs, i.e. it is
not an arrow of the category pAG.
Whilst the category pAG acts as domain in the Colombeau construction, the fol-
lowing category of Colombeau algebras acts as codomain.

De�nition 40. Let DAlgR be the category of di�erential real algebras. We say
that pG, B, iq P Coln if:

(i) pG, Bq : pT Rnqop ÝÑ DAlgR is a functor (i.e. it is a presheaf of di�erential
real algebras). In particular, BαΩ : GpΩq ÝÑ GpΩq is a derivation for all
α P Nn.

(ii) If we think at both functors D1, G : pT Rnqop ÝÑ VectR with values in the
category of real vector spaces, then ι : D1 ÝÑ G is a natural transformation
such that ker pιΩq “ t0u for every Ω P T Rn.

Moreover, for every Ω P T Rn, we have:
(iii) C8pΩq is a subalgebra of GpΩq;
(iv) ιΩpSΩpfqq “ f for all f P C8pΩq;
(v) Let Dα

Ω : D1pΩq ÝÑ D1pΩq be the α P Nn derivation of distributions, then the
following diagram commutes

D1pΩq ιΩ //

DαΩ
��

GpΩq

B
α
Ω

��
D1pΩq ιΩ

// GpΩq

(8.2)

An arrow ϕ P Coln ppG, B, ιq, pH, d, qq is a natural transformation ϕ : pG, Bq ÝÑ
pH, dq such that for all Ω P T Rn the following diagram commutes:

D1pΩq
Ω //

ιΩ

��

HpΩq

GpΩq

ϕΩ

;;
(8.3)

The following results prove the goal of the present section:

Lemma 41. Coln is a category.
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Proof. For every object pG, B, ιq P Coln, the identity 1GpΩq : GpΩq ÝÑ GpΩq
serves as the identity arrow of pG, B, ιq in Coln. To conclude the proof, it is suf-
�cient to consider the composition of arrows. Let ϕ P Coln ppG, B, ιq, pH, d, qq,
ψ P Coln ppH, d, q, pF,D, kqq, then ψ ˝ ϕ : pG, Bq ÝÑ pF,Dq is a natural tranfor-
mation and the following diagram commutes:

GpΩq

ϕΩ ##

D1pΩqιΩ
oo

Ω

��

kΩ

// F pΩq

HpΩq

ψΩ

;;

In particular, we have that

D1pΩq kΩ //

ιΩ

��

F pΩq

GpΩq

pψ˝ϕqΩ

;;

commutes, namely ψ ˝ ϕ P Coln ppG, B, ιq, pF,D, kqq. �

Theorem 42. Let ρ be a Colombeau molli�er. For each pb,Bq P pAG, set

Co`ρnpb,Bq :“ pGpB,´q, B, ιρbq,
where ιρb is the usual embedding de�ned using the generator b and the �xed molli�er
ρ (see [12, Sec. 4] for details). For f P pAGppb1,B1q, pb2,B2qq and Ω P T Rn, set

Co`ρnpfqΩ : ruε1s P GpB1,Ωq ÞÑ
“

ufpε2q
‰

P GpB2,Ωq. (8.4)

Then

Co`ρn : pAG ÝÑ Coln

is a functor.

Proof. The property Co`ρnpb,Bq P Coln for every pb,Bq P pAG is a consequence of
the results about Colombeau principal AG-algebras and embeddings of distributions
proved in [12, Sec. 3 and 4].
We are left to prove the properties of Co`ρn with respect to arrows. First of all, let
us prove that

Co`ρnpfq P ColnpCo`ρnpb1,B1q, Co`ρnpb2,B2qq “

“ Coln

`

pGpB1,´q, B, ι
ρ
b1
q, pGpB2,´q, B, ι

ρ
b2
q
˘

(8.5)

for every f P pAGppb1,B1q, pb2,B2qq. Theorem 37 gives that Co`ρnpfqΩ : GpB1,Ωq ÝÑ
GpB2,Ωq is a morphism of R-algebras (we recall that GpB,Ωq :“ GpB,B,Ωq for every
AG B). From [12, Thm. 4.7], it su�ces to prove the commutativity of the diagram

D1pΩq

´

ιρb2

¯

Ω //

´

ιρb1

¯

Ω
��

GpB2,Ωq

GpB1,Ωq

Co`ρnpfqΩ

99
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only for compactly supported T P D1pΩq. In this case, we have

Co`ρnpfqΩ
”

`

ιρb1
˘

Ω
pT q

ı

“ Co`ρnpfqΩ rT ˚ b1ε1 d ρs “

“ rT ˚ b1fpε2q d ρs “ rT ˚ b2ε2 d ρs “

“
`

ιρb2
˘

Ω
pT q.

If Ω1 Ď Ω, then

Co`ρnpfqΩ1 truε1s|Ω1u “ Co`ρnpfqΩ1 ruε1 |Ω1s “
“ rufpε2q|Ω1s “ tCo`

ρ
npfqΩ ruε1su |Ω1 .

This shows that Co`ρnpfq : GpB1,´q ÝÑ GpB2,´q is a natural transformation. To
show (8.5), there remains to prove that Co`ρnpfqΩ is a morphism of di�erential
algebras:

Co`ρnpfqΩ tBαruε1su “ Co`ρnpfqΩ
“

Buαε1
‰

“

“ rBαufpε2qs “ B
α tCo`ρnpfqΩ ruε1su .

Since 1I P pAGppb,Bq, pb,Bqq is the identity in the category pAG, it is immediate
to see that Co`ρnp1Iq “ 1GpB,´q “ 1Co`ρnpb,Bq from the de�nition of the map (8.4).
Finally, let

f P pAGppb1,B1q, pb2,B2qq

g P pAGppb2,B2q, pb3,B3qq.

Let ruε1s P GpB1,Ωq, then

Co`ρnpgqΩ tCo`ρnpfqΩpruε1squ “ Co`ρnpgqΩprufpε2qsq “
“ rufpgpε3qqs “ Co`ρnpf ˝ gqΩpruε1sq.

�

Properties (a) - (e) of pag. 1 we started from have been taken as de�ning at-
tributes for the category Coln of Colombeau algebras. Althoug this gives an impor-
tant role to these properties, it clearly does not aim to be an axiomatic characteri-
zation. For results in this direction see [21, 22], where an axiomatic characterization
is given but whose consistency depends on the generalized continuum hypothesis.

9. Conclusions

If we consider the most studied Colombeau algebra GspΩq “ GpBpol,Ωq and if
we have to deal with particular di�erential problems whose solutions grow more
than polynomially in ε, then we are forced to consider a di�erent algebra. Since
our framework of Colombeau AG-algebras includes all known algebras of this type,
this means that we are forced to consider a di�erent AG. It is therefore natural to
search for the correct notion of morphism of AGs, and to see whether Colombeau
AG constructions behave in the correct way with respect to these morphisms. The
results of Sec. 5, 7, 8 show that both the construction of the di�erential algebra
and that of the embedding by means of a molli�er are functorial with respect to a
natural notion of morphism of AGs. As shown in Sec. 6, 7, this permits to relate
di�erential problems solved for di�erent AGs.
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